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HRI: RASC case study
Robotic Autonomy Summer Camp

I. Nourbakhsh, R. Simmons

Robotic Autonomy: RI 16-162U

Goals

Empower students toward all robot hardware, 
electronics and software

Encourage internalized student goals, both creative 
and technical

Collect comprehensive weekly information for off-line 
evaluation

Make the course a starting point for learning
create a rover community
give a complete robot to every graduate

Project Goals

� Secondary school level of expertise and age
� Long-term educational robot (camp and home use)
� Floor-based, high-speed interaction

� terrainability
� size, weight and endurance constraints

� Diagnostic transparency & expressiveness
� Mechanically empowered users
� Vision for interaction and documentation
� Cost consideration: $500 (chassis) + $500 (elec.)
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Physical Design: Trikebot

� Only 4 DOF
� Raised camera POV
� Payload contingency
� Tricycle configuration

� Torsional stress limited
� Back-EMF Motor control
� Minimize servo torque

Physical Design: Chassis

� 4 DOF
� Raised camera POV
� Payload contingency
� Tricycle configuration

� Torsional stress
� Motor control
� Maneuverability
� Servo torque

Physical Design: Realization

� Acetal (Delrin) laser-cut flat sheets
� Quick build self-tapping tab/slot “kit” ; hand tools only
� Stock gearmotor (Pittman), R/C direct drive servoes

Control Electronics

� Isolate coding level
� Local real-time control
� Visual-motor control
� Diagnostic telemetry
� Off-the-shelf solutions

� Acroname Brainstem GP
� Acroname Brainstem Moto
� Compaq PocketPC/802.11
� CMUcam vision system
� Sharp GP-series IR ranger
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Back-EMF Speed Control

� Exploit back-EMF motor signal as feedback
� Eliminate  quadrature decoder and encoder costs
� Credit: Randy Sargent; EPFL; Acroname (S. Richards)

Back-EMF Speed Control: Video

� Exploit back-EMF motor signal as feedback
� Eliminate  quadrature decoder and encoder costs
� Credit: Randy Sargent; EPFL; Acroname Inc.

Trikebot Programming Interface

� Immediate, direct teleoperation and control loops
� CMUcam frame dumps
� Control of all DOF’s
� Continuous parameter telemetry

� Shallow learning curve to first autonomous 
programs

� Maximal diagnostic transparency during execution

Trikebot Programming Interface
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Trikebot Programming Interface

� Immediate, direct teleoperation and control loops
� Shallow learning curve to first autonomous 

programs
� Avoidance of all Java IDE’s
� Generic GUI objects pre-configured for student use
� JEXT direct editing of Java code, plus command-line compilation

� Maximal diagnostic transparency during execution

Trikebot Programming Interface

� Immediate, direct teleoperation and control loops
� Shallow learning curve to first autonomous programs
� Maximal diagnostic transparency during execution

� Continuous telemetry identical to teleoperation
� Interruptible thread architecture in-built

Course Organization 

July 1 – August 16, 2002 (Repeated in 2003)
30 students: 20 Latino; 9 women; 2 NHU teachers
Typical age: 16-18 years
3-person teams
Challenge-based curricula
Cumulative trajectory
CMU University credit
Web “open-source”

Trikebot: Snagglepuss
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Trikebot: Powerpuff Educational Evaluation Team

Prof. Kevin Crowley, University of Pittsburgh
Assoc. Prof. of Education and Cognitive Psychology, U. Pitt.
Learning Research and Development Center, U. Pitt.
Director, Research & Evaluation, Pgh Children’s Museum
“Informal science experiences preparing students for classroom-based 

science and math education”

Katie Wilkinson, Psychology at LRDC
Emily Hamner, Psychology and C.S.
John D’Ignazio, M.Des and journalist

Data Collected

Initial and Final Individual Surveys
Weekly Individual Surveys
Online Documentation of Code
Weekly Interviews and Footage by Onsite 
Ethnographer
One Week Formal Ethnography (mid-program)
Follow-up Web-based Monthly Surveys

Students Were Engaged

Students generally liked the contests and challenges 
(At least one third of the students rated every
challenge or contest as their favorite, even in later 
weekly surveys) 
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The students rated the speakers a 4.7 out of 5 and 
every student said the speakers were an important 
component.

Students Were Engaged (cont’d) What Students Learned

Learning Themes coded
Mechanics

Sensors, Motors, etc.
Programming

Java, Debugging, Documenting, etc.
Teamwork

Communication, Importance of Teamwork
Problem Solving

Patience, Perseverance, etc.
Robot Point of View 

Autonomy, Integration of Hardware and Software
Self-Identification with Science and Technology

Self-Confidence, Robotics Community, etc.

The Big Four: not rare to teach, but rare to succeed

Learning themes demonstrate broad acquisition outside the field of focus – robotics.

What Students Expected to Learn and What They 
Reported Learning
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Expected To Learn Reported Learning at the End of the Class

What Students Expected to Learn and What They 
Reported Learning
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Reported Learning
Quotes from Final Survey

“To have patience.”
“To open source ones code for the better of robotics.”
“Document what one does so someone else can repeat the 

experiment [and] be just or even more successful.”
“Developed better skills in working in groups”
“That no matter what the obstacle we have, we can still overcome it 

and solve it.”
“Have more confidence with myself.”
“Teamwork takes a lot of communication.”
“I learned that doing something slow is better than doing it twice.”

Reported Learning
Quotes from Final Survey

“To really pay attention to what I am doing and try to solve it first 
before asking for help.”

“Teamwork is hard especially with varying levels of skill and 
different personalities…can be rewarding only through 
compromise.”

“Start with the basics, then make things fancier if you 
want…simple is absolutely fine if it works well.”

“Using states in programming.”
“Make active decisions. Have the attitude that if I don’t do it, no 

one will and remember that if you choose something, you are 
also choosing not to do other things because you have 
limited time, energy, etc. Choose what to do with your talents 
wisely and don’t waste them!”

“Robots aren’t THAT complicated.”

Student Struggles

Teamwork
2%

Programming
60%Problem 

Solving
2%

Mechanics
24%

ID W/ Tech
0%

robot POV
12%

“Robots need to be tested in the same conditions as where they will perform.”
“Teamwork is hard.”

Student Breakthroughs

Teamwork
16%

Programming
33%

Problem 
Solving

11%

Mechanics
24%

ID W/ Tech
7%

robot POV
9%

“The big discovery was that if I try hard, by working with my teammates, 
we could make a lot of things happen.”

“Don't ever leave anything at the end or else you will be struggling to 
finish it on time.” 
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Learning Trajectories

Statistical analysis of individual themes over time.
Learning in terms of general to specific 

knowledge transitions
The Freshman engineering model

The following results all achieve statistical 
significance…

Mechanics and Programming

By the end of the course, students mentioned specific robot 
technologies (like CMUcam) more often indicating that they had 
become comfortable with the parts of the robots. 

Mechanics and Programming

By the end of the course, students were much more specific in 
how they talked about programming.  Initially students realized 
the course would teach them something about “programming” 
but afterwards they were able to talk about the “Java 
programming environment” or “states in programming”.

Teamwork

In the Initial Surveys Teamwork was mentioned in very 
general terms (e.g. “we will work in teams of three” and 
“learn teamwork”)

In the Final Survey Teamwork was mentioned much more 
frequently and students were more likely to talk about 
specific aspects of teamwork.

“Teamwork leads to victory.”
“Teamwork is hard especially with varying levels of 
skill and different personalities…can be rewarding 
only through compromise.”



		

Teamwork Problem Solving

If problem solving was mentioned in the initial survey 
students simply said they expected to learn “problem solving 
skills”.

By the final survey students mentioned problem solving 
more frequently and specifically, often mentioning that the 
course taught them patience or a new method of problem 
solving.

“Really pay attention to what I am doing and try to solve 
it first before asking for help.”
“Always try hard for a long time and try all possible 
ways to do something and if you can’t then ask for 
help.”

Evidence That the Class Worked For 
Girls

There were no significant differences in what girls 
reported learning in the class as compared to boys. 
(specific mechanics)

Girls entered the class reporting less confidence with 
technology than boys but reported greater increases 
in confidence than boys by the end of the class.

The only other gender difference was that girls 
reported struggling more with programming than 
boys.

Analysis:

Girls came in less confident and struggled 
more with programming but were not 
discouraged:

Critical introductory engineering retention 
issue.

Evidence That the Class Worked For 
Girls
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Summary

� Learning themes demonstrate broad acquisition outside the 
field of focus, with statistical significance

� Engineering retention issues appear mitigated by the Robotic 
Autonomy curriculum

� Robotics has a larger role to play in K-12, informal and 
college education

� Educational robotics as a research field: ripe for exploration
� Human-robot interaction

� Robustness, diagnostic transparency and intelligence

� Minimalist design and control (cost, endurance, simplicity)

NASA Video

Robotics Camp video…

Thank You
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